
Level 4 Vocabulary
U1 Camping U2 The City U3 Habitats U4 Jobs U5 Seasons U6 Food Unit 7 Fashion
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U8 Restaurants U9 Weather U10 Travel U11 School U12 Hobbies U13 My Home U14 Hospitals
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camping skyscraper habitat fix temperature junk food style
campsite museum adaptation boss heat magical outfit
campfire sidewalk send tools cool off vitamins baggy

pack crosswalk store customer shade energy fit
rafting stadium adventure leak celebrate protein uniform
grab escalator leftovers pipe chilly greet casual

life jacket subway enjoy clog show off muscles formal
balance tunnel hunt drain costume nut comfy

trail mall glacier messy cancel grains try on
river food court iceberg wipe stack carbohydrates button
hike elevator curious supply fort field zipper

raccoon cinema warn tidy warm up feast pocket
gather neighborhood branch electricity bloom giant dress up
gear neighbor hang wire breeze fast food belt
valley block stick outlet puddle plan purse
spread downtown sharp install nature melt on sale

buffet thunder destination assignment canvas sheet emergency
salad bar shelter hotel recess sketch pillow injury

entree lightning reservation absent fold mattress bandage
dessert pour luggage cafeteria beads laundry examine
fancy flurry check in report raquet task surgery
host blizzard security textbook flip lawn surgeon

menu shovel board grade mind mow numb
appetizer icicle gate subject target lawnmower stitches

cash register heatwave tourist exam stage appliance pharmacy
counter scorching tour guide report card audience microwave medicine

display case humid landmark cheat acting toast pills
receipt sunburn culture fail cheers timer prescription

drive-thru cold snap international principal trick light bulb technician
speaker freezing passport substitute impressed ladder images

grill bundle up stamp detention surf storage powerful
ingredients frostbite flight locker dive swap sample


